Tunable self-focusing and self-defocusing effects in a triple quantum dot via the tunnel-enhanced cross-Kerr nonlinearity.
Kerr-nonlinearity induced self-focusing or self-defocusing effect provides the opportunity for exploring fundamental phenomena related to the light-matter interactions. Here we show that the linear and nonlinear dispersion responses are significantly sensitive to both the detunings and the tunneling strengths of the indirect-excitonic (IX) states in an asymmetric triple quantum dot system. In particular, the nonlinear dispersion properties are dominated by the tunnel-enhanced cross-Kerr nonlinearity from one of the IX states. Meanwhile, by varying the detunings of other IX states, we reveal that the tunnel-enhanced cross-Kerr nonlinearity gives rise to the realization of the self-focusing and self-defocusing effects. Moreover, by taking into account the effect of the longitudinal-acoustic-phonon induced dephasing of the IX states, it is possible to modulate the height and position of the peak of the self-focusing or self-defocusing effect. Our results may have potential applications in nonlinear-optics and quantum-optics devices based on the tunnel-enhanced nonlinearities in this solid-state system.